September 2020

Places for People – reducing traffic between Moseley and Kings Heath
Dear resident / occupier,
There have been significant changes in travel patterns during the COVID-19 lockdown period, and
as we move towards recovery there are rising pressures on safe space for walking, cycling and
maintaining social distance. The Council’s response to these issues is set out in the Emergency
Birmingham Transport Plan, approved in June 2020.
Kings Heath is one of two low traffic neighbourhood pilot projects in Birmingham, and Moseley has
also been selected to be part of our new Places for People project. This aims to reduce traffic in
residential areas so that it is safer for people to walk and cycle, and nicer to be outside for children
to play and neighbours to chat. In many parts of Birmingham residents find their streets are busy
with traffic, particularly when people are ‘rat running’ to avoid main roads. When traffic is reduced
the neighbourhood becomes quieter, the air is cleaner, and streets feel safer.
Over the next few months, we want to work with residents, businesses, community groups and
others to create low traffic neighbourhoods across the eastern side of Kings Heath High Street and
in the South Moseley area. Residents will still be able to drive onto their street, have visitors, get
deliveries, etc, but it will be made harder to drive straight through the area.
To start this process, we are introducing some early measures to demonstrate how this could work
across the wider area. These are modal filters that restrict the movement of through-traffic.
These will be located (see map on next page):
•
•
•

on Poplar Road, between Poplar Avenue and Woodville Road
on Cambridge Road, at the roundabout end by Cambridge Road Methodist Church
on School Road, to the north of the junction with Greenhill Road and Greenend Road

These will be implemented as temporary measures that can be changed, removed or made more
permanent at a later stage depending on its success and feedback received during this trial period.
The trial will initially run for up to 6 months and is being funded by the Department for Transport’s
Emergency Active Travel Fund. We hope to secure more money to fund further measures to create
low traffic neighbourhoods across Moseley and Kings Heath.

We want to hear your feedback on these proposals
The emergency nature of this situation does mean there has been limited consultation prior to
delivery as we are having to work quickly and bring in initial measures over the coming weeks, but
we do want to keep people informed about what is happening here, and why. We also want to hear
from people about how these measures are working once they are in place, and whether this is
something people want to see made permanent – this process should be shaped by the people
who live and spend their time in the area.
Details of this scheme are available at https://covidmeasuresbirmingham.commonplace.is,
where you can make comments and provide feedback on what is happening. If you are unable to
access the internet, you can post any written comments (please mark clearly with ‘FAO
Birmingham City Council’) through the letterbox of Cambridge Road Methodist Church, B13 9UE.
We will be holding an online briefing session from 6pm to 7pm on Tuesday 8 September, and
a recording will be available online afterwards. To register your interest and receive the event link,
please email connected@birmingham.gov.uk.
More information, including responses to some frequently asked questions, can also be found at
www.birmingham.gov.uk/placesforpeople.
Transport Projects
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Email: connected@birmingham.gov.uk
Web: www.birmingham.gov.uk/placesforpeople

Moseley Places for People
Modal filter
Modal filters are created by placing plant boxes
and bollards across the road, approx. 1.5m apart.
Short sections of double yellow lines are added
around the filters to ensure there is space for
vehicles to turn around.
On Cambridge Road, two rows of planters will
create a short traffic free section beside the
church.
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